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The advent of educational reform and the publication of national standards in the various disciplines
have brought new vitality and challenges to our nation’s teachers. We, as science educators, welcomed the
National Science Education Standards (National Academy Press 1996) as the guidelines for our activities in
the 21st century.
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In 1999, as part of its executive restructuring, the National Science Teachers Association (NSTA)
replaced its Teacher Education Division with two new positions, Preservice Teacher Preparation and Professional Development. This action recognized the importance that the organization places on assisting teachers
at various stages of their careers and the importance on supporting life-long learning.
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“Teaching Teachers” has been a featured department in Science and Children for several years. It has
included articles on issues in teacher education and staff development, discussions of curriculum development
and assessment, and pieces on a wide variety of teaching strategies. The thirteen articles in this collection
represent exemplary views and practices that support the Standards in practical situations.
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The Standards address the need for teacher education at many stages of a teacher’s career. It is suggested
that teacher needs as learners be considered and built upon to increase conﬁdence in science teaching and
understanding of content.
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The articles in the ﬁrst section discuss two critical issues in science education reform. In the ﬁrst,
“Science is Part of the Big Picture,” Greenwood discusses the need to convince already-busy experienced
teachers that effective strategies are worth the time and effort required. In the second article, “Reaching the
Reluctant Science Teacher,” Colburn and Henriques present a preservice program for future teachers who
feel unequipped to teach science.
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Curriculum integration has become the cornerstone of educational reform. The Standards remind us that
unifying concepts and processes give students strong ideas that help them better understand the natural world.
These unifying concepts, when linked to other content or connected to other disciplines, can be used at any
grade level. The Standards also remind us that teachers must put more emphasis on scientiﬁc concepts and
the development of inquiry. The integration of all aspects of the science content in the context of technology,
personal and social awareness is encouraged.
Section Two presents four models for curriculum integration. In “Curriculum Integration” Kotar et
al. describe a preservice project for the development of a thematic unit in science with cross-curricula connections. One of the many strengths of this program is the fact that the preservice teachers actually develop
the unit and test it during their ﬁeld experiences.
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Another model for use with preservice and practicing teachers focuses on the premise that the integration of technology into a science methods course can be valuable. In “STEPS into Learning,” Sillman
et al. emphasize the criticism of and dissatisfaction with traditional courses and describe a successful course
that both acquaints students with several technological applications and increases their understanding of
the teaching and learning of science. In another integrated model, French and Skochdopole present the use
of the learning center in the study of a well-researched life cycle to teach preservice teachers in an engaging
manner. “It’s a Salmon’s Life” incorporates several content Standards within the Standards and describes
many cross-curricula applications suggested by the students and instructors.

In “Teaching Science When Your Principal Says Teach Language Arts,” Akerson discusses the beneﬁts
of teaching practitioners to combine instruction in science and the language arts. She documents how students
can write about science ideas in order to correct misconceptions and promote understanding.
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VII

More than ever, assessment is a critical part of the teaching and learning cycle. The Standards call
for more authentic assessment of what is valued in our curriculum. Alternative assessment has become
more popular in recent years. In Section Three, several forms of alternative or nontraditional assessment
are discussed. In “Assessment for Preservice Teachers,” Lehman suggests anecdotal observations, reﬂective
journals and problem solving, integrated math and science data selection, and cooperative learning as possible assessment tools. In “Standards Direct Preservice Teaching Portfolios,” Mosely describes an exemplary
portfolio project for preservice teachers.
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The ﬁnal section of this collection features articles that suggest a wide variety of methods for use in
preservice classes and staff development workshops. Some of these strategies are tried and true; others are
newer or less known. All can be employed to enhance our application of the Standards.
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In “Using Effective Demonstrations for Motivation,” Freedman reminds us of the power of the use
of a good demonstration or discrepant event in the elementary classroom. He also suggests that these demonstrations allow elementary students to see inquiry in action.
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Few educators argue against the efﬁcacy of hands-on science experiences. In “Managing Hands-on
Inquiry,” Rossman describes a survey in which there was a signiﬁcant discrepancy between teacher beliefs
and actual practice. His suggestions for a more effective approach are extremely valuable. Gay and Wilcox
discuss another increasingly popular approach in “Science Discovery Centers.” Preservice teachers design
and present a center in which an appropriate topic is taught through interactive materials in actual school
settings. A particularly effective part of this exercise is the adaptation of materials for age-appropriate groups
and students of varying abilities.
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Two especially challenging articles conclude this section. Bird describes the use of alternative modes
of communication in “Talk Less, Say More.” The author points out that this method affords her science-shy
students special beneﬁts and increased involvement. In “Never Give ‘Em a Straight Answer,” Ward suggests
that educators should capitalize on the natural curiosity of students of all ages – and teach with careful
questioning.
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Our preservice and practicing teachers are among our nation’s most valuable resources. Their ongoing professional development is critical. This collection suggests diverse ideas for consideration. All of them
can be used to help us teach in the spirit of the promise expressed in the National Standards! “Teaching the
Teachers” is still a rewarding and challenging task.
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Maureen B. Moir, NSTA Teacher Preparation Director
Professor, Science Education, Bridgewater State College
February 2002
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children do hands-on science is beneﬁcial, they nevertheless avoid teaching it or treat it as an add-on to the
“core” of the elementary school curriculum. These teachers, typiﬁed by
the workshop attendee who had given
me such insight, do not see the links
among the many new things they are
being asked to incorporate into their
teaching. Other workshop participants expressed the opinion that ideas
presented to teachers during staffdevelopment sessions are often just
the latest fads, which tend to ﬁzzle
and die like spent ﬁrecrackers on the
fourth of July. Then and there, I recognized that I, too, had failed to provide
these teachers with the theoretical
background that informs practice. In
other words, I had launched into the
“how to” of science teaching and had
ignored the “why.”
As a result, I restructured my workshop series so that teachers would
become real science learners, struggling with their own ideas about the
phases of the moon, seasons, living
and nonliving things, and so on as
they designed experiments and shared
theories with their peers. Teachers
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Recently, while leading a science
workshop for elementary teachers,
I experienced that “Aha!” moment
of understanding that we educators
always hope our students will have.
During a break, one workshop
participant had described to me the
demands being placed upon teachers
in her school. “We are being told to
use whole language, to try portfolio
assessment, to teach hands-on science, to prepare thematic units, and to
integrate mathematics and science,”
she said. “I don’t even know where to
start! There are so many things to do
that it’s like being asked to complete a
jigsaw puzzle when each piece comes
from a different puzzle and nothing
seems to ﬁt together.” Her comments
lead me to believe that I might ﬁnally
understand one reason why inservice
workshops often fail to have an impact
on science teaching, and why even
experienced teachers relegate science
to the end of the day or avoid it altogether (McShane, 1995).
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By Anita Greenwood
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Science Is
Part of the
Big Picture

What Needs to Change?
Teachers consistently tell me that
even though they know that letting
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designed experiments to test their
own ideas, and they discussed their
old and new conceptions in relation to
scientiﬁcally accepted models.
For example, in a workshop relating to density, teachers generated two
competing ideas for why objects ﬂoat
and sink: objects ﬂoat because they
contain air, and objects sink because
they have more mass than objects that
ﬂoat. To test their ideas, one group of
teachers took jars and ﬁlled them with
varying amounts of rocks until the jars
sank; however, as everyone could see,
the jars still contained air. Another
group of teachers tested objects of the
same mass but of different shape, and
they discovered that mass alone was
not the determining factor in sinking
or ﬂoating. Working with their own
ideas, teachers were more willing to
search out alternative explanations,
leading them eventually to conclude
that while sinking and ﬂoating are
related to mass and to the space taken
up by an object, they are dependent on
an object’s density, which is reduced
with the inclusion of air.
In another workshop, teachers kept
a moon journal and generated a list of
related “I wonder” questions, including
• I wonder where the moon is when
I cannot see it;
• I wonder if the moon rotates, because
I always seem to see the same face;
• and, I wonder what causes a lunar
eclipse.
The teachers then explored each
question through the use of models,
working in a darkened room with an
electric light representing the sun and
a large plastic-foam ball on a wooden
stick representing the moon. By holding the ball at arm’s length and passing it around their own bodies, which
represented Earth, the teachers were
able to observe the reﬂection of light

NST1024
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TEACHERS

If you believe that children are constantly attempting to explain all that
they see and do, that they are trying
to come up with theories about their
world that make sense to them, then
you already acknowledge that they are
active learners. Active learning refers
not only to physical activity, but also
to mental activity. The teacher’s role
is to spark this mental activity by
helping students connect what they
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This concept map shows how pedagogical ideas are linked.
The Big Picture for Us
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Science Methods in Motion

already know with new experiences
encountered in the classroom. This view
of learning is part of the movement in
science education known as constructivism (Driver and Oldham, 1986). When
learning is recognized as a constructive
activity, it provides a rationale for using
cooperative grouping, alternative assessment, thematic teaching, and active
learning in science.
The move toward thematic teaching acknowledges that children do not
naturally categorize what they learn
by subject; rather, they separate their
knowledge into “little boxes” because
of the way we organize the school day.
By the time they reach high school,
students so compartmentalize their
learning that they don’t relate the
mathematics they learn during second
period to the mathematics skills they
need for their sixth-period science
class! Making science part of a thematic or interdisciplinary unit helps
students to forge appropriate connections and makes their learning more
meaningful.
How, then, should we go about
designing the science part of such
interdisciplinary units? One way to
start is by probing students’ prior
knowledge. Research has shown that
students come to class with their own
theories about how the world works
(Asoko, 1993; Driver, Guesne, and
Tiberghien, 1985). Such strategies
as concept mapping, poster development, predict-observe-explain, line
drawings, and sequence chains can
elicit children’s ideas (White and Gunstone, 1992), and then the teacher can
focus instruction accordingly.
Most teachers believe that science
lessons should involve students in
inquiry, but they do not know how
to change textbook exercises into active, challenging investigations. One
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teaching. Through this new approach,
teachers in my workshops began to
recognize the “big picture” that frames
the pedagogical changes they are being
asked to implement.

Ed

simulating the phases of the moon.
This activity caused teachers to conclude that a lunar eclipse occurs every
month! Knowing that this was not the
case, the teachers used their models
and further discussion to work out for
themselves that the orbit of the moon
around the Earth must be tilted with
reference to the Earth’s axis.
Through additional modeling and
discussion, the teachers were able to
resolve their conceptual difﬁculties
related to the moon’s phases and
its rotation.
At the end of these redesigned workshops, we discussed what it was like
to learn science and how that experience would affect their own classroom
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TEACHING

exchange,
clarify and
investigate
their ideas
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Once I had restructured my workshops so that the attending teachers experienced science as learners
would, workshop participants began to
consider changing their own instructional strategies. They recognized
that when their ideas were challenged
and sometimes shown to be false, the
teachers became intensely interested
in their learning. Additionally, workshop attendees saw how the pedagogy
advocated in a variety of professional
development workshops assisted them
in learning science. For example, cooperative learning is more than a grouping strategy; it provides an atmosphere
conducive to the exchange of ideas and
to inquiry.
By becoming active learners themselves, these teachers recognized that
science is part of the “big picture,”
and they were able to link newly constructed ideas about active learning
to other pedagogical initiatives (see
ﬁgure). At the same time, I learned a
valuable lesson, too: that I must not
neglect theory if the teachers I train
are to develop a model that assists
them in modifying their instructional
approaches and makes sense of professional development activities.
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on a test sheet. Instead, teachers
should use authentic assessment, in
which students can apply their learning and teachers can evaluate their
performance—to what degree they
follow directions, organize the data
they collect, use measuring instruments appropriately and accurately,
and develop explanations for their observations. In addition, portfolios are
an excellent way for students to select
evidence and maintain a record of
their developing skills and knowledge.
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approach is to rephrase as a question
the title of a textbook exercise. In the
primary grades, questions should lead
to children developing their science
process skills. The teacher might ask,
for example, “What can you ﬁnd out
about feathers using a ruler, a hand
lens, an eyedropper, a timer, and graph
paper?” In grades 5–8, an appropriate
question would be, “What factors affect how well lemonade crystals dissolve in water?”
Children should work cooperatively
in groups to investigate these questions—exploring their ideas with peers,
developing ways to test their thinking,
and presenting ﬁndings from their data
to the class. Activities that contradict
children’s misconceptions (identiﬁed
by the teacher through the probing
strategies described above) will lead
students to question their prior understandings. From these initial explorations, students themselves generate
more questions leading to further
investigation.
Of course, there are questions that
classroom investigations cannot answer. Such questions may become the
subject of a student research project or
a carry-over to their work in science
the following year, or they may provide
fodder for an e-mail conversation with
a scientist.
Children should review their learning by revisiting the concept maps
or other work they created at the
beginning of a given unit of study and
then revising these materials in light
of what they’ve learned. This gives
students concrete evidence of their
learning and provides the teacher with
a useful assessment tool.
Finally, there is little point in encouraging students to think, share,
investigate and develop explanations if
they are only going to ﬁll in the blanks
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Reluctant
Science Teacher
By Alan Colburn and Laura Henriques
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While modeling appropriate methods is an important aspect of the
course, it is the interplay between content and pedagogy that truly makes
this course unique. The following describes how we blend these elements
in several of the units in the course.
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Hands-On,
Minds-On Science

We begin the semester with a small
unit in which students investigate
pendulums using only string and
washers. Students are challenged to
create an object that will swing back
and forth 60 times in one minute, and
then investigate their ideas on how
factors like weight and string length
affect the pendulum’s period. We don’t
provide students with any guidelines
about the length of the string or number of washers to use to conduct the
study. The students must create the
pendulum on their own.
After completing these activities
during class, students read an article
about the advantages of hands-on,
minds-on science as homework
(Graika, 1989). A brief course discussion then relates hands-on science
to the activity students just ﬁnished.
Students then contrast “hands-on”
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“I don’t like science!” “I don’t know
enough science to teach it.” “I don’t
know how to teach inquiry-based science!” As a science educator, you’ve
probably heard many reasons why
someone is reluctant to teach science.
You may have even shared some of
these feelings yourself. A Process Approach to Science, a science course
we designed at California State University–Long Beach, aims to change
these attitudes and abilities. Students
enrolled in the course include juniors
and seniors studying to be elementary
teachers who have already completed
one life, one Earth, and one physical
science course. For many students, this
is the last science course they will take
before entering the classroom.
A Process Approach to Science is a
science class not a methods class, and
students receive science credit upon
its completion. Students spend the
majority of their class time conducting hands-on, inquiry-based activities,
while outside of class they read pedagogical literature about elementarylevel teaching. As instructors, we model teaching and assessment methods
that students will likely use in their
elementary classroom and that are
consistent with our course goals.
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and “hands-on, minds-on” activities,
and explain why the pendulum unit
was “hands-on, minds-on.” Most students already recognize the value of a
hands-on activity; however, they still
must learn to discern step-by-step
cook-book activities from open-ended,
or “minds-on” ones. The open-ended
nature of their exploration of the
pendulums helps students recognize
the difference.

Understanding
the Nature of Science
Next, students complete a Mystery
Powders unit that introduces elementary chemistry and qualitative analysis. In this unit students determine the
contents of an unknown white powder.
As they did in the pendulum unit, students read about a related pedagogical
topic outside of class—in this case, the
nature of science (Spurlin, 1995).
Being open-ended, this unit provides many opportunities for instructors to point out parallels between
students’ experiences and the nature
of science. For example, students
generally use different procedures to
identify the unknown powder. We
always point this out to the class,
emphasizing the idea that though the
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THE

scenarios that illustrate aspects of the
nature of science. They describe how
an activity is like “real science” or what
role new evidence plays in their analysis. Additionally, they must identify
unknown powders and use data from
their laboratory books to support their
conclusions.
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procedures were different, they still
solved the same problem—determining the contents of the powder.
The importance of evidence in science is another major point emphasized in the unit. Numerous questions
asked during the unit such as “How
do you know?” “Are you sure?” or
“What would it take for you to be more
conﬁdent in your conclusion?” help
students understand this key element
of science.
Although students read literature
about the nature of science and we
conduct brief follow-up discussions
in class, it is the situations that arise
from their hands-on experiences that
provide the best places for learning
about this topic.
To end the unit students complete
a quiz that reﬂects both their understanding of the nature of science and
their powder-identiﬁcation expertise.
Students must respond to various
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Developing
Experimental Know-How
Another important part of this course
is teaching students how to conduct
scientiﬁc research. Throughout the
course they participate in activities
designed to help them understand
the kinds of decisions scientists make
when devising procedures and interpreting data.
To develop their science-research
skills, students as a class investigate
a question about a variable affecting
plant growth. Each student cares for
an individual plant, and the class data
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is pooled. For example, students might
choose to investigate how motor oil
in soil affects plant growth. Our job
as instructors is to promote student
thinking by asking questions about
aspects of the experiment’s design,
then let the class collectively ﬁgure
out responses.
Later, during another unit students
generate researchable questions to answer themselves. Usually this occurs
within the context of studying a small
animal like the mealworm or pillbug.
Students generally investigate how the
animals respond to different environmental factors, such as temperature
range, intensity of light, or amount
of moisture. As with the other units,
students read articles related to the
teaching strategies they are experiencing (Shiland, 1997).
Students also develop their investigation skills by testing consumer
products to determine which brand
5

